**Important Update: Don’t Overpay!**

Some parents have told us that their incoming students are being targeted to spend $400 or more on designer linens and other move-in items. We do not endorse spending that kind of money on linens that may not even fit our specially sized beds.

Many of our colors and patterns are similar to those designer selections. In some cases they are even made right alongside those fancy options! So you need not overpay.

But whatever you do, please do not wait. We know from experience that the longer you wait, the more limited the selection. Every student should have their 1st choice.

Sincerely,
Office of Residential Education

P.S. Our supplier just added more Value Pak colors and patterns online, as well as matching accessories under “Décor”! View them and save time and money at www.hws.ocm.com

Thank you!